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What is the meaning
of the word

“Perception”?



Mind creation of 
sensations linked with 
other sensations and 

memory.



From what angle we look



Who we are and who the others are



What we choose to see



Perceptions 
and Words



PERCEPTIONS



Bogrovo: An Army soldier who supports 
the democratic President Mazevich, gives 

chocolate to a mother and her little 
daughter, among the ruins of their house 

destroyed by the guerrillas.



San Juan de Talpingo: An agent from the 
anti-narcotics corps checks the documents 

of a peasant woman. Many of them use 
their children to pass drugs hidden in their 

toys.



Kafara: A little Kafarita gives a member of 
the Avengers for Peace militia a poem of 
gratitude for having killed the Malufite

children who had stolen her doll.



Geneva: A UNICEF report reveals that the 
number of child victims of sexual abuse is 

growing worldwide. In the image, a mother 
offers her little daughter to an unknown 
soldier in exchange for some chocolate.



Mahili: To celebrate Army Day, the women 
of this small country follow the tradition of 
giving each soldier kade tablets, a typical 

sweet made with yuck seeds.



Bogrovo: A guerrilla of the Patriotic Front, 
gives chocolate to a mother and her little 
daughter, among the ruins of their house 
destroyed by the Army that supports the 

bloodthirsty President Mazevich.



PERCEPTIONS



¿What does the word Crisis imply, 
for a government or an organization?



Crisis
} «Situation characterized by surprise, a great threat to important values

and a short period of time to make a decision.»

Holsti

} «A disruption that physically affects the entire system and threatens its
basic assumptions, objective sense of self, its existential core."

T.Pauchant / I. Mitroff

} «A crisis is a situation in which the reputation, prestige and/or survival
of an organization are seriously threatened by the occurrence of an
event of a different nature.»

Mitroff y Pearson

} «Crises are alert situations that run the risk of increasing in intensity,
causing exhaustive scrutiny by the media (...), interfering with normal
activities and destroying the image of the organization, while damaging
its foundations..»

S. Fink



Ø High degree of uncertainty.
Ø Great pressure on those responsible.
Ø High levels of stress.

Crisis generates



Communicational perspective

} It threatens fundamental objectives.
} It alters the government/organization-public relationship.
} It requires an extraordinary intervention of the main responsible people 

to minimize or avoid negative consequences.
} Limit response time.
} It is essentially a surprising situation, you can never know when it is 

going to happen.
} No government or organization can aspire to prepare for all types of 

potential crises, but we can limit them to a set that, in the event of it 
happening, can be managed adequately, effectively and efficiently. 



} A Crisis can also be an excellent opportunity.

} How you manage the public communication of a crisis situation will be 
decisive:

1. The crisis is aggravated.     
2. The crisis is minimized.  
3. The crisis strengthens your activity and your government or organization. 

Weaknesses       Strengths



Two questions

} 1. Do we have ready a Plan from the operational point of
view, in case of a crisis?

} 2. Do we have ready a Plan from the communication point of
view, in case of a crisis?




